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Farm Websites

● Why?
○ Why does a farm need a website? What functionalities should farm 

websites include?
● Example

○ BOTL Farm website
● How? 

○ Quick tutorial on how to build a farm website



Why?

Info

Customers need complex 
information to make 
buying decisions

● Product 
availability

● Product 
characteristics

● Price
● Questions 

Judge

When a customer clicks 
through to a farm site, 
they immediately form 
judgements about what 
the farm is like and how 
the business is run. As 
farm owners we have 
seconds to make the 
right impression

Feel

Does the farm website 
look like it was made in 
2000? No offense against 
Comic Sans or flashing 
text or auto-playing 
songs or flying graphics, 
but modern websites 
feel different than old 
websites

Compel

Websites are powerful 
marketing tools. Can 
customers tell why they 
should buy from one 
farm and not someone 
else? What sets a farm 
apart from others? 
Personality or style? Can 
they find the information 
they’re looking for 
without being 
frustrated?

Pro

It’s reassuring to 
customers when farm 
websites project an aura 
of professionalism. Is 
there obviously outdated 
information on the front 
page? Copyright dates 
that are years old? No 
mobile view? 



Website functionalities

Compel customers to 
buy from farm: 

why? where? how? 

Who farm is

What farm 
grows

Deeper 
dive 

content

INVENTORY



Branding and importance

Like this

1

General look and feel
Hard to quantify or qualify, but important. 
A farm’s branding can impart an old-timey 
feel, a sophisticated or scientific modern 
look, or a clean and regenerative vibe

3

Font
I don’t know if I mentioned it yet but be 
consistent. Choose a font for your 
branding and stick with it. Ours is perhaps 
a bit hard to read but we’re not changing 
it at this point

5

Consistency --> recognizability
Establish your branding early and be a 
stickler for it. For small operations, writing 
a style guide isn’t necessary but consider it 
anyways. Be ready to correct others about 
farm branding

2

Color(s)
Consistency of color on print vs 

mobile vs social media is hard. We 
sidestepped this by using only black 
and white in most of our branding, 

but we do print on brown kraft paper 

4

Logo
Once a farm has designed its logo, 

make versions in a bunch of file 
formats and save them where you 

can find them and be consistent



Example: home page

What farm grows

Who farm is



Example: home page

Deeper dive content
Questions 



Example: about us

History and personality



Example: products

#options



Example: pictures
transparency, authenticity, adorbs



Example: contact



Example: blog



Example: inventory (store)



How?!

Image courtesy of:winningwp.com



Website Do’s
-follow the preset theme (colors, typeface, etc.)
-Have your name and contact easily accessible
-limit your primary menu to 7 topics
-use quality pictures and break up text with them
-make it clear what you’re selling/producing
-test different viewing screens and links
-keep it up to date
-let it represent your “brand”
-make it with the customer in mind and your story second
-explore SEO (if you want and have time!)



Website Don’ts
-Use jargon
-use excessive typeface and colors (go by the 3’s-3 fonts, 3 sizes, and 3 
colors)
-have typos
-make content that gets out of date too quickly
-use generic photos (well…maybe a few if you’re still working on photos)
-use too much text in one place
-make it hard for consumers to find what they want
-overuse photos
-Have too many links crammed together
-forget social media links
-have it just to have it or ignore it



Website Building Tools
Suggested Website Hosting Options
-Wix.com
-Weebly
-Squarespace
-Google Sites

Free Tools to Compliment Your Website
-www.Canva.com –to create original content to add to your website
-www.Mailchimp.com – can be used to send out newsletters to customers
-Google Analytics- tracks usage data of your website and helps you learn what your 
customers like
-CSS and HTML skills- for only the the most most committed website enthusiasts-
these are the “backend” languages that you can use to make things more customized 
and there are plenty of resources online if you google it!

http://www.canva.com/
http://www.mailchimp.com/
https://analytics.google.com/


Questions?



Thank you for attending

If  you have questions/comments about this workshop or 
the other two workshops we will be presenting on 
November 18th and December 7th please contact 

Rebecca.Toms@UConn.edu

mailto:Rebecca.Toms@UConn.edu

